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Tulalip Heritage is a public high school located on the sovereign lands of the Tulalip Tribes, currently serving a little
under one hundred students. Advisors work with each student to support their studies in core academic skills with a
cohort of peers in advisory, designing individualized learning experiences focused on their interests, passions,
dreams, and goals. Each student will develop a learning plan that will include specific learning outcomes for student
workshops, projects, and internship(s) that gives students a deep sense of how their interests play out in the adult
world. This provides an authentic environment and audience for their work. Our curriculum is designed to teach
students the academic skills and habits they need to complete rigorous, complex, real-world project work
successfully. The work is grounded in a theoretical framework that enables our students to embrace indigenous ways
of thinking and knowing. Our model allows students to analyze history, literature, and the world around them in
relation to institutional, and interpersonal connections. Our "one student-at-a-time approach" and strong partnership
with the community serve as personal and collective liberatory action to combat historical trauma and internalized and
institutional oppression.

Tulalip Heritage HS is part of the Marysville School District and is in partnership with the Big Picture Learning (BPL)
network. For more information on BPL, go to: www.bigpicture.org.  

College and Career Prep through ‘Real World’ Learning: While Tulalip Heritage HS is focused partly on students
pursuing their passions in the workplace, it is not a vocational school. Rather than training students to follow a
particular career path, the internship structure is designed to foster students’ intellectual development through first-
hand experience and to develop habits that promote ownership of learning and advancement in their education. Our
students spend two days a week working with a mentor at an internship of their choosing, learning professional
expectations, communicating effectively with adults from different backgrounds, and producing real-world work. In
addition to their integrated coursework at Heritage and their individualized, internship-based projects, our students
have access to Sno-Isle Technical Center, as well as, local community colleges (Everett and Skagit). We expect all of
our students to continue their education after high school. Internships, projects, and community college experiences
are important opportunities for them to envision possible paths for their lives after Graduation. 

Our Educational Philosophy 
We learn best in the context of being known well. Real relationships between adults and young people are crucial to
their academic development. To this end, each Advisor works with a core group of students for 2-4 years and
maintains regular contact with their families.

We learn best when we pursue our own passions and interests. We design and teach a curriculum that is related to
students’ experience and that helps them understand the world they are living in. Whether that means investigating
the different environmental impacts local freeways have on surrounding neighborhoods or analyzing Indigenous ways
of thinking and knowing to make sense of life in today’s world, we work to connect curricula to students’ lives and
experiences. We learn most deeply when we connect “mind” work and “hand” work. High schools in this country have
traditionally separated mind learning and hand learning, yet we know that in order to learn things deeply, we need to
study and experience them. Our students take this powerful opportunity when they study with Tulalip Natural
Resources to preserve Salmon runs or dedicate efforts with Farmer Frog to create a sustainable garden to learn
about health impacts.

We work harder when our work has real meaning and value to others. Two days a week, students are doing real-
world work that supports their internship site. At the end of each quarter, our students demonstrate their learning
through formal public exhibitions. They answer questions and receive feedback from a panel of peers, teachers,
parents, mentors, and community members.

 

Philosophy and Guiding Principles
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Opposed to the specific class or credit requirements, THHS focuses on skills and habits of thinking and
learning through the 6 competencies: Knowing how to Learn, Personal Qualities, Communication, Social
Reasoning, Quantitative Reasoning, and Empirical Reasoning. Incorporated into each of these
competencies are Indigenous teachings to support traditional ways of thinking and knowing. Each
competency helps to lay the foundation for a well-rounded education that puts students in the driver's seat
of their learning and their life.

Students who reach mastery in these areas will demonstrate the following skills:

Knowing How to Learn:

Students are open to ideas that challenge their current thinking and they pursue new knowledge to develop
improved solutions. They steer their learning, expanding their inquiry into new areas, incorporating multiple
sources, and building new skills. They continue to cultivate new relationships that enhance their learning.
They build positive learning cultures, initiating and engaging in rich collaborative discussions while being
able to defend their intellectual position. 

Personal Qualities:

Students are confident and insightful, holding themselves accountable for their actions. They are resilient
and take responsibility for their continued personal growth and well-being. They act in informed and ethical
ways and accept responsibility to lead, inspiring others to challenge inequity and improve their world. They
take the initiative and are sufficiently organized on a personal level to effectively facilitate positive, culturally
responsive social change. They advocate for themselves and others and demonstrate courage when faced
with challenges. They continue to build and access strong networks with mentors and others.

6 COMPETENCIES
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Communication:

Students use a blend of tools to adapt their communication in order to deliver a compelling message that
expands perspectives. They design, modify and manage their communication strategies to suit a range
of audiences and purposes in complex situations. They create multi-modal products to increase impact
and can articulate how their choices enhance their communication. They engage peers and experts in
the community to broaden their perspectives and solve problems through collaborative discussions and
critical conversations. They synthesize different perspectives and facilitate the group to move toward
shared understanding, knowing how to challenge thinking to gain insight. They use the power of
specialist language to express and explain new ideas. They seek opportunities to engage in analysis of
their communication and adapt to the moment.

Social Reasoning:

Students define and analyze social issues using relevant frameworks and perspectives and take
responsible social action. They apply their understanding of the levers of sustainable development to
propose ethical solutions and they commit to working collectively to advance social justice and equity.
They demonstrate a commitment to developing ongoing respectful relationships with people from
different backgrounds and are prepared to challenge bias and discrimination.

Quantitative Reasoning:

Students understand the systematic nature of mathematics and its power of it in modeling the physical or
social environment. At this level, students show persistence, autonomy, and flexibility in using
mathematics to help with understanding situations, solving problems, or completing practical tasks. They
can question the assumptions of a mathematical model and its suitability in a given situation. They can
generalize from one situation to another and rethink problem conditions and constraints. They have the
motivation to look for how mathematics might help – even when it is not immediately obvious that it will.
They recognize that there are limits to mathematics in understanding and explaining situations and look
to identify its misuse by others. They use rigorous mathematical arguments to support their methods and
conclusions and their critique of others’ mathematical claims. 

Empirical Reasoning:

Students systematically refine hypotheses to develop authoritative knowledge from their investigations.
They construct and test hypotheses, employing a flexible approach to their inquiry by exploring
alternative or contradictory perspectives and methodologies. They produce robust data from which to
draw justifiable conclusions. They reflect on methodologies to refine the investigation design. They
propose creative and innovative solutions that account for multiple contextual factors. They suspend
judgment, ethically evaluating claims with consideration for the potential impacts.

6 COMPETENCIES CONTINUED.....
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Students and advisors share leadership and students make decisions about how they spend time in advisory. 
Learning plans, project work, and assessments reflect the unique interests, vision, and goals of each student.
The advisory is structured in a way that is planned, purposeful, and flexible to students' interests. 
Advisors and students seek opportunities to reflect upon and demonstrate growth in non-cognitive competencies.
Advisor frequently connects students and families to inside and outside school resources. 
Student post-high school interests feel obtainable and prioritized; both by student and advisor.
Student outcomes and engagement levels are not predictable by race, gender, sexuality, IEP status, family income,
or other factors beyond a student’s control

Students and advisors seem curious about each other’s interests and work, laugh together, trust and enjoy each
other.
Students feel known by each other and the advisor and the advisor feels known by students and other staff.
Advisors and students model vulnerability, emotional risk-taking, and humility.
Advisors and students engage in meaningful conversations including and extending beyond school work.
The advisor and advisory respond to conflict authentically and personally. 
The advisor utilizes a range of restorative practices to both proactively and responsively build a loving community.
The advisory feels as if it has its own culture which both complements and differentiates itself from the school at
large and students are proud of their advisory.
Students and advisors celebrate each other, nurture each other’s interests and identities, and seek support from
each other.
Advisor personally communicates with each family and mentor at least twice a month.

Each student has an Advisor and an Advisory classroom. This is a critical part of creating family and building
relationships with students and cultivating a meaningful and supportive relationship with each student to build a positive
and interdependent community. Advisory is the heart of Big Picture Learning as it is where students are able to focus
on being able to connect their interests to the ‘real world’. Advisory is also where we hope students find a sense of
belonging and the ability to take ownership of their own learning. Creating a high-functioning school is a joint effort with
all support staff, the Internship Coordinator, and the Principal supporting Advisors to create the following conditions in
each of their advisories:

Student Interests Drive Instruction

High-Quality Relationships

Advisors and Advisory
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The advisor prioritizes and structures regular 1:1's with each student to support interest-driven
learning. 
The advisor successfully manages systems to track student experiences in and outside of school.
The advisor facilitates interest-driven experiences at internship sites through skillful set-up
meetings, regular site visits, and by ensuring student learning plans and interests are known to
the mentor and central to the internship experience. 
The principal, internship coordinator, and other staff support the work of the advisor and interest-
driven instruction.
Regular school-wide gatherings support and celebrate the work of students, advisors, and
advisories.
Students, staff, and families have a shared understanding of the vision and purpose of advisory.
The advisory serves as a hub for student experiences and the advisor helps support and
coordinate the LTI process, projects/work, and other learning experiences according to the
interests of the student.

Advisors and students growing as practitioners in and outside of the school.
Strengthening the community by embracing the indigenous concept of interdependence.
The principal supports professional practice and is aware of each advisor’s growth as a
practitioner. 
Advisors support student practice and are aware of each student’s growth as a practitioner.
Advisors, students, and other staff solicit and utilize feedback about their practice from
colleagues, students, families, and mentors.
The principal ensures advisory practice and student outcomes are regularly monitored,
measured, and collectively used as a source of improvement and growth. 
The culture of adult learning parallels student learning, models advisory, and is driven by staff
learning plans.
The advisors view the principal as an advisor to the advisors.
Professional development models good instruction and benefits from structures such as reflective
journaling, circles, learning plans, pick-me-ups, and interest-driven projects.
Advisors and students regularly self-assess and reflect on their growth as practitioners.
Advisors honor and value their own and each other’s personal health and well-being.
Advisors benefit from and to the network of Big Picture Schools and pursue learning opportunities
outside of Big Picture.

Coherent School Design and Implementation

Supportive Community of Practitioners

 
 

Advisors and Advisory cont.....
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Be encouraging, kind, and respectful to one another.
Hold a growth mindset.
Stay focused on learning and engage in the work, we are here to grow and learn.
Attend school or related learning at least 80% of the time.
To be honest with one another and yourself.
Use cell phones at appropriate times and in appropriate ways.
To keep the school free of drugs, violence, harassment, intimidation, and bullying.
To be where you are supposed to be, at the time you are supposed to be there.
Keep out of Off-Limit areas and support safety protocols. Be where you are supposed to be:

Students are to be where they are supposed to be staying out of the parking lot, hanging out in
bathrooms longer than for the intended purpose, being in the wrong classroom or learning space:
including internships and job shadows.

Use drugs, alcohol, vape products, or tobacco at school. Anywhere or anytime on school property.
Leave campus or the building without prior approval 
Threaten anyone’s safety including

Assault, fighting, bullying, name-calling, shaming, etc.
Bring unsafe items.
Be in an inappropriate place at an inappropriate time. 

We are a community-centered institution. We do not engage in lateral violence and we strive to uplift our
community. Staff and Students all agree to act with integrity and respect, meaning that we keep each other's
best interest at heart, and keep each other in our mind. We find ways to encourage each other each and every
day to strengthen the community. 

The responsibility to create a safe and supportive learning environment requires a commitment from
EVERYONE to do the following:

It also means that we have a responsibility to NOT: 

 
 

Honor, Respect, Legacy
Honor: Valuing every member of our community including yourself.
Respect: Showing kindness and upholding safety for ourselves and others.
Legacy: Building bright futures to ensure 7 generations of success, engaging in learning, for yourself, and the
community.

Safety and Expectations
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Be encouraging to one another.
Hold a growth mindset.
Stay focused on learning and engage in the work, we are here to grow and learn.
Attend school or related learning at least 80% of the time.
To be honest with one another and yourself.
To keep the school free of drugs, violence, harassment, intimidation, and bullying.
To be where you are supposed to be, at the time you are supposed to be there.
Keep out of Off-Limit areas and support safety protocols. Be where you are supposed to be:

Students are to be where they are supposed to be staying out of the parking lot, hanging out in
bathrooms longer than for the intended purpose, being in the wrong classroom or learning space:
including internships and job shadows.

Use drugs, alcohol, vape products, or tobacco at school. Anywhere or anytime on school property.
Leave campus without approval.
Threaten anyone’s safety including

Assault, fighting, bullying, name-calling, shaming, etc.
Bring unsafe items.
Be in an inappropriate place at an inappropriate time. 

Tulalip Heritage High School
2704 27th Avenue NE Tulalip, WA 98271

Honor, Respect, Legacy
Honor: Valuing every member of our community including yourself.
Respect: Showing kindness and upholding safety for ourselves and others.
Legacy: Building bright futures to ensure 7 generations of success, engaging in learning, for yourself, and the
community.

Date: 

Student Name: {LOCATED IN FINAL FORMS}

We are a community-centered institution. We do not engage in lateral violence and we strive to uplift everyone
in our community. Staff and Students all agree to act with integrity and respect, meaning that we keep each
other's best interest at heart, and keep each other in our mind. We find ways to encourage each other each and
every day to strengthen the community. 
The responsibility to create a safe and supportive learning environment requires a commitment from everyone
to do the following:

It also means that we have a responsibility to NOT: 

I hereby agree to fully engage in Tulalip Heritage High School. I realize that this is a choice school, and my
choices have led me to this option. In order to keep this option I need to strive to be my personal best which
means that I need to show up, act in a good way, and uphold the Safety and Expectations of this sacred
learning space and community. As a student at Tulalip Heritage, I understand I am a part of a strong community
that thrives and grows when we are positively together. I realize that I may lose my ability to choose this
learning environment if I do not uphold its values.

Student Signature:      

Parent Signature:      

{LOCATED IN FINAL FORMS}

{LOCATED IN FINAL FORMS}
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Tulalip Heritage High School - Student Wellness Review 

Goal: All students will develop the personal skills and dispositions of wellness, responsibility, cultural awareness, self-direction, ethical character and good citizenship in an
environment that is caring and safe as evidenced by increased attendance rates, declining suspensions and expulsions, and improved wellness indicators. At THHS,
students learn with peers in their Advisory, Workshops, at lunch, and in the field when they demonstrate respectful, polite, and productive behavior; those who require
additional support will be provided with structures that align to these areas. 

Resiliency Framework 

Emotional Health: 
emotions:

Intellectual (Mental) Health: Staying curious and engaged in new things; knowing how to use the mind to think through situations productively and logically; able to apply
knowledge to real-world situations 

Physical Health: Moving the body; eating well-balanced meals, medical & dental care. Understanding the body; knowing when it is rested, satiated, fully hydrated; physical 
the body feels well and imbalance 
Spiritual Health: Understanding of beliefs, values, & ethics that help guide our lives; belief in ourselves and in others and how this affects our relationships; connections to 
family, culture, & natural world; knows how we ground ourselves 

Managing stress level; getting sleep and asking a counselor for help when needed; self-acceptance, self-esteem, resilience, and the ability to manage strong 
identifying, expressing, regulating and coping with positive and negative emotions 

THHS Wellness Review Cycle 
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Working from a model that upholds the Tulalip Values and
is working at Quil Ceda Elementary, Tulalip Heritage High
School will be centering wellness into everyday life
working to ensure every student is balanced and resilient.

Wellness



Conversation with Administration
Conference with family. The meeting may include:

Administration
Advisor
Counseling supports

Restorative actions, including:
Conference with impacted
Community service

Short-Term Suspension
Long-Term Suspension
Expulsion
Removal from Tulalip Heritage High School

If a student is unable to meet expectations, the following steps may be taken to ensure a safe
and productive learning environment. Our goal is always to repair harm and/or disruption to the
community. We will set clear and consistent boundaries to ensure predictability and consistency.
This may mean having a conference with students, staff, and families to ensure Tulalip Heritage
High School can be a productive learning environment.

Other corrective measures:

If Honor, Respect, and Legacy are not being consistently displayed the following actions may be
taken to ensure corrective measures:

This is not a sequential or exhaustive list. The appropriate action will follow the Marysville
School District Policy and Procedures on Discipline.

Seeking Restoration
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Learning Plan and evidence of learning plan reflection and update after each exhibition (Total of 5-
Including their Summer Learning Plan)
1-2 Learning Through Interest/Internship - Projects (Minimum 1)
3 Independent or Group Projects (assessed on a specific rubric)
Who am I - Project
Completion of District designated interest and career survey and any related lessons for grade ban.
Portfolio demonstrating significant improvement in all competency areas.
Demonstrated skill at project planning and management through effective utilization of learning plan,
project tools, reflection, feedback, and rubric.
Demonstration of progress on District assessments.
Successfully complete and engage in Workshops.
Exhibitions - four public displays of work (One each quarter)
No unresolved community issues, upholding the Tulalip Heritage Legacy.

Learning Plan and evidence of learning plan reflection and update after each exhibition (Total of 5-
Including their Summer Learning Plan)
1-2 Learning Through Interest/Internship - Projects (Minimum 1)
3 Independent or Group Projects (assessed on a specific rubric) One of which must be community
focused.
Who am I - Project. 

Outline of Our Legacy (Formally the Autobiography) Project
Completion of District designated interest and career survey and any related lessons for grade ban.
Portfolio demonstrating significant improvement in all competency areas.
Demonstrated skill at project planning and management through effective utilization of learning plan,
project tools, reflection, feedback, and rubric.
Demonstration of progress on District assessments. 
Successfully complete and engage in Workshops.
Evidence of learning plan and reflection of interest survey.
Exhibitions - four public displays of work. (One each quarter)
No unresolved community issues, upholding the Tulalip Heritage Legacy.

In addition to the 6 competencies, students will do a series of tasks called, “Level-up” requirements.
Although all students legally promote in the system, Big Picture Learning students will need to complete
level-up requirements to move along the continuum. All students will complete the level-up
requirements, which may need additional summer work. 

All learning and work will be along a continuum: 

101 - 9th Grade

 

201 - 10th Grade

Level Up Criteria
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Learning Plan and evidence of learning plan reflection and update after each exhibition. (Total of 5-
Including their Summer Learning Plan)
1-2 Learning Through Interest/Internship - Projects (Minimum 1)
3 Projects (assessed on a specific rubric)One of which must be community focused.
Completion of District designated interest and career survey and any related lessons for grade ban.
Demonstrated progress towards Our Legacy (Formally the Autobiography) -100 pages due at the
end of 401.
Portfolio demonstrating significant improvement in all competency areas.
Demonstrated skill at project planning and management through effective utilization of learning plan,
project tools, reflection, feedback, and rubric.
Demonstration of progress on District assessments.
Successfully complete and engage in Workshops.
Begin the Beyond High School Plan-Post High School Project.
Evidence of learning plan and reflection each quarter.
Exhibitions - four public displays of work (1-informal, 3 - formal each trimester)
No unresolved community issues, upholding the Tulalip Heritage Legacy.

Learning Plan and evidence of learning plan reflection and update after each exhibition (Total of 4)
1-2 Learning Through Interest/Internship - Projects (Minimum 1)
3 Projects (assessed on a specific rubric)One of which must be community focused.
Portfolio demonstrating significant improvement in all competency areas.
Completion of District designated interest and career survey and any related lessons for grade ban.
Completed Our Legacy (Formally the Autobiography), revised and advisor-approved 100 Pages
(Seniors: 2024 - 50 pages)
Successfully completed and engaged in Workshops.
Demonstrated skill at project planning and management through effective utilization of learning plan,
project tools, reflection, feedback, and rubric.
Demonstration of progress on District and State Assessments.
Completed Beyond High School Plan-Post High School Project.
Exhibitions - three public displays of work. (One each quarter)
Culminating Big Picture Learning Experience Presentation- Senior Thesis.
No unresolved community issues, upholding the Tulalip Heritage Legacy.

 
301 - 11th Grade

 
401 - 12th Grade

Level Up Requirements Cont.
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Learning Plan: A centering document that outlines each student's Visions, Values, and
Interests. In addition, students will outline their goals for the year, and beyond, naming
projects and internships that will help them to accomplish their goals. The purpose of this
document is to connect who the student is, to what they can accomplish. It is revisited after
every exhibition cycle.
LTI: Learning through Interest/Internship - Students must connect with the outside
community to establish an authentic learning experience in the real world. With the help from
their Advisors students will work with a mentor to engage in real-world authentic learning
working through the Learning through Internship cycle. The LTI should be in alignment with
student Learning Plans. Students will be fully supported by their Advisor working alongside
the Internship Coordinator. 
Student Projects: Using the 6A’s rubric students will prepare three projects centered
around their learning and goals. These projects should be in alignment with their learning
plan.
Portfolio: A collection of evidence demonstrating learning, reflection, and growth over the
course of the year. At a minimum portfolios should contain weekly reflections, as well as
workshops, student projects, and internship artifacts. It can be made digitally or on paper.
Interest Survey: Interest and career surveys are designed to spur thought and direction for
potential areas of interest there is no one size fits all survey however it does help students
meet the High School and Beyond requirement from the State.
Who am I Project: (Freshman and Sophomores ONLY): Who am I project is a deep dive
into Personal Qualities. Students begin to explore who they are, what's important to them,
what motivates them, and how to set goals and pursue interests. 
Our Legacy: This is a story of students' lives. What makes them who they are, and why do
they want to pursue what they do? Our pasts are insights into our futures.
Workshops: these are opportunities within non-internship days to extend and deepen
learning. Students receive credit for learning the materials learned in these spaces.

Definitions of 
Level-up tasks:
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Support each student and their learning plan
Align with Advisory
Include Student Voice, Choice, and Interest
Extend learning opportunities such as language:
Lushootseed, Native Art, Art, and various explorations.
Support base-level skills needed for graduation and
successful engagement in the world after high school,
such as literacy and math.
Fun and engaging lessons
Build community
Opportunities for student ownership of learning.
Alignment and support to each of the 6 competency
frames.

Workshops are an opportunity to engage in focused work
around each student's interests. 

Workshops provide:

Workshops
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One of the most impactful parts of the Big Picture Learning model is the
student Internships. These are opportunities for students to work with a
mentor in the field of their interest. Students learning in real-world
settings outside of the classroom walls leads to a deepening of student
learning, increased engagement, and adds relevance to their education.
All mentors are required to complete paperwork to ensure that our
students are in a safe learning space. Students are required to engage in
an internship project while in their internship so that they directly give
back to the organization they are serving. Internships will typically be on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Student attendance is also taken during this time. Using the IMBlaze app,
both students and mentors log into the system to indicate students’
attendance at their internship site. The app can be accessed in both the
Apple App Store and Google Play. In addition to attendance, students
should use the app to reflect on the day of their internship.

Advisors will be visiting internships at a minimum one time per month as
part of the regular assessment for learning.

Internships
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All students will use final forms to ensure proper
documentation is secured for each student. This includes the
forms for the expectation agreement (indicated above), leaving
to learn (similar to a field trip), job shadow days, and
internships. This is the same system used for athletic
paperwork. Safety is our top priority and using this system
ensures that each student has the important documentation
completed, including family consent to engage in programming.
If you would like any additional information about this system or
need assistance in navigating the system please reach out to the
front office.



Transcripts in a Big Picture School look different than that of traditional models.
Grades will be issued for Advisory and Workshops to communicate progress and
engagement on an A - F scale; those grades will not directly transfer onto a
traditional transcript however, the progress made in workshops will. Students
must pass workshops in order to receive credit on their transcript. 

Over time, a student who engages in learning at Tulalip Heritage High School will
have a transcript that will serve as a comprehensive record of student
accomplishment over time across the 6 competencies. Students work in
Internships, Advisory, Workshops, and the completion of projects will be recorded
in the transcript aligned to the competencies and then aligned to the College
Acquisition Distribution Requirements (CADR).

Students who desire to attend college will still be able to use their transcripts to
pursue their degree/s. The CADR system will indicate how student work aligns with
college admission requirements. Big Picture Learning transcripts meet the
requirements of college entry. 

If you would like to see a sample of the Transcript or have additional questions
please contact the front office.

Transcripts
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Hawks Athletics
THHS also provides several athletic options for students; any
sport not offered at THHS can be accessed through our larger

High Schools in the MSD. Students who participate in athletics
must abide by our and the MSD Athletic Code of Conduct.

Making adequate progress towards leveling up/graduation.
On track with Advisory
On track with Workshops
Failure to meet requirements will result in the athlete being ineligible for a week.
Eligibility will continue once adequate progress is demonstrated.

Are in good standing with their field mentor in their internships.
Attendance reports will be run every day. Attendance means that you are in the learning
space you are supposed to be in for the entirety of the time that you are supposed to be
there.

Students are expected to be in attendance for the entire day, only excused absences
will be for medical appointments-proof of appointment is required.

Athletes will not use tobacco, alcohol, vape, or nicotine products; Alcohol; Marijuana; or
other illicit drugs during the season. 
Students will be in good standing with their behavior in the classroom, on the court or field,
at lunch, during school hours, after school hours, and at any school function. Discipline
infractions may result in loss of practice time and/or playing time.
Students are expected to attend all practices unless specific arrangements are made with
the head coach. 
All students are expected to show respect to staff, community, and other students.

Tulalip Heritage Athletic Code: 2023-2024

At Tulalip Heritage, we believe that athletics is a powerful learning experience and that our
students representing our school on and off the court should be upstanding members of our
direct and indirect community. 

Student-Athletes at Tulalip Heritage will be in good standing in their Advisory, Workshops, and
Internships. Students will be expected to have good attendance in all areas of Big Picture
Learning, including student internships. In addition, all student-athletes must abide by the
Marysville School District Athletic Code of Conduct - electronically signed in final forms.

Violation of these expectations will result in disciplinary action ranging from loss of practice
time, ineligibility, loss of playing time, or removal from the team. We aim for every student to
find their full potential and live out their dreams and aspirations in the athletic event they are
participating in. The above language supports the Marysville School District’s Athletic Code of
Conduct modified to align with THHS’s Big Picture Learning Model. 24



8:00 – 8:20 Circle

Tulalip Heritage
Home of the Hawks

8:25 – 9:30

9:35 - 10:40

10:45 - 11:50

11:55 - 12:25

12:30 - 1:35

1:40 - 2:45

Advisory

Workshop 1

Lunch

Workshop 2

Workshop 3

Workshop 4
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Trimester 1: August 31st - December 15th
Trimester 2: January 2nd - March 29th
Trimester 3: April 8th - June 14th

1st informal (Fall Stud.-led conferences): Nov 1 & 2
1st Formal: December 4th - December 8th
2nd Formal: March 18th - 21st
3rd Formal: June 3rd - June 6th

May 31st: all materials except for the final
exhibition
June 6th: Students who do not complete their final
exhibition will not walk in Graduation. 

THHS will be on a trimester system aligned to key
breaks:

Exhibitions:

Senior Deadline for all level-up criteria: Students who
do not meet these deadlines will not be permitted to
participate in the graduation ceremony. 

Key Dates and Details




